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Violence against women and girls is one of the most widespread,
persistent and devastating human rights violations in our world
today and is a threat to millions of girls and women online and
offline. It affects women regardless of their age, background, or
level of education. This violence takes many forms, including
physical, sexual, or psychological violence, as well as economic
abuse and exploitation.
The 16 days between 25
November,
the
International Day for
the
Elimination
of
Violence against Women,
and 10 December, Human
Rights Day, are known
as the
16 Days of
Activism
against
Gender-Based
Violence
Campaign,
a
time
to
galvanize action to end
violence against women
and girls around the
world.

Apparently due to Covid-19 Outbreak and imposition of Lock-Down
in several countries have rampantly increased the rates of
Violence Against Women. We can eventually term it as a Pandemic
into a Pandemic or Shadow Pandemic.

Concept Note for engagement -BACKGROUND
The 16 Days of Activism against Gender-Based Violence
is an international campaign that takes place each
year. It commences on 25 November, the International
Day for the Elimination of Violence against Women, to
10 December, Human Rights Day, indicating that violence
against women is the most pervasive breach of human
rights worldwide. It was originated by activists at the
inaugural Women's Global Leadership Institute in 1991
and continues to be coordinated each year by the Center
for Women's Global Leadership. It is used as an
organizing strategy by individuals, institutions and
organizations around the world to call for the
prevention and elimination of violence against women
and girls.
In support of this civil society
initiative, under the leadership of the UN SecretaryGeneral,
António
Guterres,
the
United
Nations
Secretary-General’s UNiTE by 2030 to End Violence
against Women campaign (UNiTE Campaign), calls for
global action to increase awareness, galvanise advocacy
efforts and share knowledge and innovations.

Launched in 2008, the UNiTE Campaign is a multi-year effort
aimed at preventing and eliminating violence against women and
girls around the world.
UNiTE
calls
on
governments,
civil
society,
women’s
organizations,
young
people,
the
private
sector,
the media and the entire UN system to join forces in
addressing the global pandemic of violence against women and
girls. The campaign builds on existing international legal and
policy frameworks and works to synergize the efforts of all UN
offices and agencies working to prevent and end violence
against women and girls.

Concept Note for engagement - UN System Response
to increased rates of Violence Against Women and
Girls
Inter - Agency Statement on Violence against Women and
Girls in the Context of COVID-19 with the objective to
highlight six critical areas for action, providing the
UN system with the common set of key advocacy messages
and coordination for action:
1. Make urgent and flexible funding
available
for
women’s
rights
organizations and recognize their role
as first responders.
2. Support health and social services
to continue their duty of care to
violence against women survivors and to
remain accessible, especially to those
most likely to be left behind.
3. Ensure that services for violence
against women and girl survivors are
regarded as essential, remain open and
are
resourced
and
made
accessible
especially to those most likely to be
left behind.
4. Place a high priority on police and
justice responses.
5. Put preventative measures in place.
6. Collect data only if it is clear that it is
needed,
it
will
be
used
to
improve
services/programmes and ethical and safety
standards can be met. In further pursuit of
response to this urgent context and on the
request of the Secretary-General, the UN System
has designed a political engagement strategy in
order to accelerate concrete policy response to
gender-based violence in the context of COVID19 and promote zero tolerance of Gender-Based
Violence (GBV) across all spheres of society
everywhere.

Concept Note for engagement – Fund,
Prevent, Respond, Collect
FUND
Prioritize funding for a minimum package of essential
services that include GBV prevention in COVID-19 fiscal
stimulus packages.
Make flexible funding available for women’s rights
organizations working at the nexus of COVID-19 and GBV
Prioritize funding for GBV prevention and response in the
Global Humanitarian Response Plan COVID-19 & the UN
Socio-Economic Impact Framework.
PREVENT
Declare national zero tolerance policy
for GBV with a concrete action plan in
place.

RESPOND
Undertake explicit measures
so that services for
survivors of GBV are
maintained as essential
during COVID-19 lockdowns,
including ensuring a
continuum of adequate
criminal justice response.
Ensure minimum essential
services maintained and
adopted where they are
nonexistent.

Launch a COVID-19
behavior change social
mobilization campaign
(attention on system &
social norm shifts,
positive
masculinities, and GBV
against women,
including those facing
intersecting
inequalities).

COLLECT
Collect data for improvement of GBV
services and programmes (always ensuring
survivor-centered and ethical safety
standards).

UNITE THEME 2020
“Accompanying the crisis has been a spike in
domestic violence reporting, at exactly the
time that services, including rule of law,
health and shelters, are being diverted to
address the pandemic.”

UN
Secretary-General's
report
“Shared
Responsibility, Global Solidarity: Responding
to the socio-economic impacts of COVID-19"
As the world retreated inside houses due to the
lockdown measures introduced to curb COVID-19
pandemic, reports from around the world showed
an alarming increase in the already existing
pandemic of violence against women.

“Together, we can and must prevent violence
everywhere, from war zones to people’s homes,
as we work to beat COVID-19“, says António
Guterres, UN Secretary-General, in a public
appeal to stop violence against women.

The UN System’s 16 Days of Activism activities
will begin on 25th November under our 2020
global theme, aligning with the UN Political
Engagement Strategy: Orange the World: Fund,
Respond, Prevent, Collect!

A Brief Intro: Wajra O’ Force Empowerment Foundation
Our country is progressing in leaps & bounds in field of
science & technology. But the bitter truth is that crime
against women like rape, molestation, eve teasing,
domestic violence, kidnapping have increased drastically
which has is a big shame to mankind & blot on humanity.
Hence Gujarat's well known technocrat & entrepreneur
Ruzan Khambatta thought we should use technology to curb
crime against women as well as make them safer & secure
using technology. She contacted Gujarat Home & Police
Department & developed for the First time in India the
concept of PoliceHEART. This project was fully self
funded. She started raising voice against Women related
issues, crimes, empower women. So her advisors told her
to start a foundation so that the work could be
institutionalized benefit masses etc. thus giving birth
to
Vision: To liberate India from crime against women &
empower them.

Mission:
We
came
up
constructive missions.

with

several

innovative

1) PoliceHEART 1091 – http://policeheart.com/
Rescue Women in Emergency Situations like Rape/Molestation/Violence
against Women
2) Defence O’ Dance – http://defenceodance.com/
Self Defence Training & Preventing-Stopping Violence against Women.
3) Wajra O’ Force Brigade – https://wajraoforce.com/
Fighting Social Challenges, help & Counsel Women in Distress &
Domestic Violence.
4) Women Empowerment & Gender Equality –
http://wajraoforce.in/wajra/wp-content/uploads/2018/07/saraspurbrochure-1.pdf
Empower women Socially, Economically & generate awareness in Gender
Equality
5) Life Skills – https://wajraoforce.in/wajra/life-skills/
To inherit Skill Development in adolescent children.
6) Shot Gun with Super Girls – http://shotgungirls.in/
Unique initiative to give basic Rifle Shooting training to Girls &
Women.
7) S.A.F.E - https://www.safecerti.org/
Certify Sexual Abuse Free Environment for Women at Workplace.
8) Halla Bol – https://ruzankhambatta.com/wizzo1/hallabol/
Generate public awareness on various Women relatated issues.
9) Man-Up Campaign –
Working on Mind set change of Men to prevent & stop Violence against
Women.

&

Initiatives Impact: Wajra O’ Force Empowerment Foundation
1) Defence-O’ Dance: Since the initiative is introduced we have trained more than
59,000 girls-women children for Self-Defence including physical-Mental-techniques to
ensure safety-security & prevention of Domestic-Violence & are still striving to train
more & more girls-women. (http://defenceodance.com/)
2) Life-Skills: Our organization carried-out 2 Life-Skills projects, into which around
860-girls & 740-boys, cumulatively around 1600-adolescent-children were taught LifeSkills. In life-skills adolescent-children were taught several skills like –
Interpersonal-Socializing,
Decision-Making,
Critical-Thinking,
Health-Hygiene,
Leadership-Self-confidence,
Safety-Security,
coping
with
peer-pressure
etc.
(https://wajraoforce.in/wajra/life-skills/)
3) Wajra O’ Force Brigade/Women-Empowerment/Gender-Equality initiatives: Past 5-years,
we are working with different initiatives funded by donors/donation-drives, through
these funds the skill development/ socio-economical-empowerment of women through
Sewing-Beauty-tuition & several such other classes are conducted. Apart from that we
are also working in 18 Chawls-Slum areas where we uphold/aware people regarding the
Government Beneficiary-Schemes & other logistical support. Cumulatively more than 4000
women are benefited through these different initiatives.
(http://wajraoforce.in/wajra/wp-content/uploads/2018/07/saraspur-brochure-1.pdf)
4) Fighting-Covid-19-Crisis: Covid-19 is a Catastrophe for humanity; we committed to
serve our level-best to all needy-poor people since lockdown announced. We worked
hand-in-hand with Police-Department, Municipal-Corporation & District-Administration.
We mainstreamed & focused upon 6 important-aspects during COVID-19 crisis in
Ahmedabad, such as: Working Strategy – Enabled 3 different taskforces. Target-Audience
- Migrants, Poor, Daily-wages workers & other needy-people. Distributed 1,40,020 Foodpackets to needy across city with help of Ahmedabad-Police, between 24th-March2020/16th-April-2020. Distributed Ration-Kits
to needy-people across city in
coordination with Ahmedabad-Public-Administration. Distributed about 5,000-Litres of
Hand-Sanitizers & more than 4,50,000 instant-fruit drink-packets to Frontline-Workers.
Provided foods like biscuits-rice-water to stray-animals.
(http://wajraoforce.com/wajra/covid19.pdf)
5) PoliceHEART-1091: Since the beginning of PoliceHEART-1091 initiative, about 6134Women are saved rescued-helped in emergency-situations like Rape/Molestation/EveTeasing & Domestic-Violence. HEART Help-Emergency-Alert-Rescue-Terminal is Women
Helpline-Number which was initiated associating with Gujarat-State-Govt. Home-Dept. &
Gujarat-Police. (http://policeheart.com/)
6) Halla-Bol: In two seasons of Halla-Bol Awareness-Campaigns, message of massawareness regarding women safety-security/self-defence/cyber-safety & drug-free
healthy-life was spread to 14,12,233-people.
(https://ruzankhambatta.com/wizzo1/hallabol/)

Wajra O’ Force Empowerment Foundation’s contribution towards
the Orange the World: Fund, Respond, Prevent, Collect!
Wajra O' Force Empowerment Foundation has partnered with United
Nations Women for their 16 days of activism against Gender based
Violence and this year’s theme is “Orange the World: Fund,
Respond, Prevent, Collect!”
We know that these gender issues are in all the strata's of the
society. We have seen the decrease in the sex ration of girls
against boys which is highly dangerous for humanity, female
feticide needs to be stopped. Domestic Violence is rampant and
during Covid19 domestic violence increased by at-least 40%
globally. Gender discrimination is increasing rapidly. So without
working with all the stake holders we would not be able to address
them effectively. Nor get any results. Now is the time to take
action to at-least put a break to these gender issues
before they get out of hand and damage our social fabric.

Chairman
Ruzan
Khambatta
of
the
foundation told that due to covid 19
pandemic we thought that let us do a
mass online activism and hence we tied
up
with
the
Gujarat
Education
Department
to
take
online
Pledge
(www.pledges.on.ine) for issues like
Violence
against
Women,
Gender
Equality and Generation Equality.

Now our major focus is working
with boys and men to educate and
make them aware of the gender
related challenges and how to
prevent
and
respond
to
such
issues.

.

We would request all to kindly
visit www.pledges.online and take
the pledge and show their support.
By taking the pledge it would
immensely help them as well as
educate them to know and do things
for
stopping
Violence
against
Women and Gender issues

Wajra
O’
Force
Empowerment
Foundation’s
contribution towards the Orange the World:
Fund, Respond, Prevent, Collect!
Initially,
Wajra
O'
Force
Empowerment Foundation ahead of 25th
November created a website
named
(www.pledges.online)
Into which we
made customized pledges for Men and
Women, denoting the m their duties
and responsibilities. These pledges
were designed in such a way that
each and every pledge taker can
understand and imply those in their
day to day life.

Once the website was created, we then approached to
the Hon’ble Education Minister of Gujarat , Shri
Bhupendrasinh Chudasama and explained them
the concept and theme of UN’s
Orange the World. He was very kind
to support the concept and gave us
the permission to take it forward
in all the educational department
and institutions of the
state of
Gujarat.
Once getting the permissions and
formalities done by the Dept. of
Education, Gujarat.

We then approached to the respective Directors and Secretaries
of particular sub-departments of education and provided them
the details and concept of UN’s theme of Orange the World as
well as Wajra O’ Force Empowerment Foundation’s approach
towards it. We also asked them to forward and circulate it to
their respective affiliated institutions.

Once we did all the formalities by the
respective sub-departments of Education. We
then started social media campaigning on
various platforms like Facebook, Twitter,
Instagram, LinkedIn etc. Apart from that we
outreached people, friends and families
through WhatsApp and E-mails too.

We created a message representing
the concept of UN’s theme of
Orange the World as well as Wajra
O’ Force Empowerment Foundation’s
approach towards it, including
the link to the website to
conduct the Pledges.

Alongside we also designed fliers
and social media graphics for the
campaigning in regional languages
like Hindi and Gujarati in order to
reach to a larger number of mass.

On a count between 25th November to 10th of December we
have registered over 15,000 Pledge Takers. And In total,
more than 17,500 people both men and women have
participated in the Online Pledge. These pledge takers
includes school students, college students, youth, men,
women,
house-wives,
working
women,
professors,
principals, govt. departments and institutions etc.
These people were from all across the state of Gujarat.
Every Participant was given an E-Certificate as soon as
they take Pledge and submit it our website portal.

There were several institutes who were quite enthusiasts conducting
the Pledge, but due to the prescribed Covid-19 guidelines by the
Government it was not possible to gather students at one place in a
large number. Thus, couple of the institutes in Porbandar city and
Bharuch City of Gujarat conducted the Virtual Pledge on one of the
meeting platforms.
A few glimpses and their feedback is mentioned as under:

તા. 08-12-2020ને મંગલળારના રોજ સરકારી
વળનયન કોેજ, ઝઘડીયા, જજ. ભરુચ ખાતે
જાવત આધારરત અત્યાચાર વનળારણ અને
ુ તા ાળળા માટે
જાવતય સમાનતા માટે જાગ્રત
ુ ાઈટેડ નેન દ્રારા 16રદળસીય પ્રવતજ્ઞા
યન
ુ ાર માઇક્રોસોફ્ટ
અભભયાન રૂ કયું ુ છે તે અનસ
ટીમના માધ્યમથી સ્ત્રી સક્તતકરણના સંદભે
ઓનાઈન પ્રવતજ્ઞા ેળા માટેનો કાયયક્રમ
આયોજીત કયો હતો.

Wajra O’ Force Empowerment Foundation’s Closing Ceremony:
Orange the World: Fund, Respond, Prevent, Collect!
At the 16th Day of Activism, the official Closing ceremony
was held at ICAC Art Gallery, Ahmedabad on 10th December,
2020 which is also celebrated as International Human Rights
Day. Over there, we called upon 30 students-volunteers and
recited the Pledge for both Men and Women. Apart from that,
being a little creative and responsible towards the society,
we also implanted a canvas where each and every Pledge-Taker
gave their hand’s impression onto it, showcasing their
solidarity towards Girls and Women followed by their support
to the UN’s Orange the World: Fund, Respond, Prevent,
Collect! Theme.
(Note: All the Covid-19 Guidelines prescribed by the Government were
followed by the organization at the venue during the Closing Ceremony
of Activism Campaign)

A few glimpses and their feedback is mentioned as under:

Wajra O’ Force Empowerment Foundation’s Closing Ceremony:
Orange the World: Fund, Respond, Prevent, Collect!

Media Coverage: Wajra O’ Force Empowerment Foundation’s Closing
Ceremony: Orange the World: Fund, Respond, Prevent, Collect!

Media Coverage: Wajra O’ Force Empowerment Foundation’s Closing
Ceremony: Orange the World: Fund, Respond, Prevent, Collect!

10/12/2020 etv bharat

10/12/2020

news18
gujarati

10/12/2020 dd girnar

https://www.etvbharat.co
m/gujarati/gujarat/city/ah
medabad/oath-taken-toprotest-against-womenharassment-inahmedabad/gj2020121020
0127322

https://www.youtube.com
/watch?v=-DVGQBOm574

https://www.youtube.com
/watch?v=B38wetgG4YE

http://thenewsnine.com/
10/12/2020 thenewsnine pledging-to-stop-violenceagainst-women/

Media Coverage: Wajra O’ Force Empowerment Foundation’s Closing
Ceremony: Orange the World: Fund, Respond, Prevent, Collect!

10/12/2020 sandesh

https://youtu.be/aHTah0Kbf
_s

10/12/2020 nirman

https://youtu.be/4niSHuE1o
tc

https://thenewsnine.com/%
E0%AA%AE%E0%AA%B9%E0
%AA%BF%E0%AA%B2%E0%
AA%BE%E0%AA%93%E0%AA%AA%E0%AA%B0%E0%AA%A5%E0%AA%A4%
10/12/2020 thenewsnine
E0%AA%BE%E0%AA%82%E0%AA%85%E0%AA%A4%
E0%AB%8D%E0%AA%AF%E0
%AA%BE%E0%AA%9A%E0%
AA%BE%E0%AA%B0%E0%A
B%8B/

Ruzan Khambatta’s Exclusive Interaction with:
i) H.E. David Ranz (US Consul General, Mumbai)
ii) H.E. Peter Cook (British Deputy High Commissioner, Guj & Raj)
On the Topic: MEASURES TAKEN TO STOP & PREVENT VIOLENCE
AGAINST WOMEN AS WELL AS OTHER WOMEN CENTRIC ISSUES

Exclusive Interaction with
H.E. David J Ranz, US
CG:
https://tinyurl.com/RKUSCG2021

Exclusive Interaction with
H.E. H.E. Peter Cook,
BDHC:
https://tinyurl.com/RKBDHC2021

For Men

For Women

